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Open data travel demand synthesis for agent-based transport simulation: A
case study of Paris and Île-de-France
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bInstitut de Recherche Technologique SystemX, Palaiseau 91120, France

Abstract

Synthetic populations of travellers and their detailed mobility behaviour are an important basis for
agent-based transport simulations, which are increasingly used in transport planning and research today.
While previous applications of such simulations put focus on analyzing policies and novel modes of
transport, less importance is put on the aspects of data collection, processing and validation to create
the disaggregate travel demand. This paper proposes an open-source and extendable pipeline for travel
demand synthesis for Île-de-France, which establishes a clear path from raw data to the final demand
consisting of households, persons, and trips with their respective attributes. The travel demand synthesis
is based on open and publicly accessible data and can be easily transferable to other regions in France. By
basing the process on open software and open data, the paper establishes a baseline not only for generating
a fully replicable travel demand, but also enables researchers to perform replicable transport simulations.
While the proposed pipeline, which is runnable by any reader, is based on rather straightforward and
data-driven algorithms, pathways are provided for extending the process. Additionally, methods for
quality assessment of synthetic populations and travel demand are proposed and discussed.
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1. Introduction

Agent-based models have become popular in recent decades in many fields of science, mostly because
they can model complex systems and interactions within. Importantly, they also allow the modeling of
emergent behavior (Bonabeau, 2002). In transportation, traditionally, aggregated four-step models are
used to evaluate new policies or infrastructure investments. However, these models fail to capture the5

interactions between individuals and model transportation on an aggregated scale. They overlook the
importance of individuals, their interaction, decisions, and behavior.

Furthermore, they are not readily adaptable to deal with new mobility solutions like car-sharing, bike-
sharing, micro-mobility, inter-modality, or future mobility solutions and their operational challenges. It
is then no wonder that agent-based models have also found an application in transportation science.10

Unfortunately, unlike four-step models, agent-based models are challenging to build and maintain, and
are usually very data-hungry.

The foundation of every agent-based model in transportation is a synthetic travel demand including a
synthetic population of households and persons with sociodemographic attributes and their daily activity
patterns in time and space. While there are efforts to document the process of obtaining the synthetic15

travel demand, those are rarely reproducible, easily verifiable, or open-source. Therefore, they lack one or
more of the following: the possibility to be validated by others; the possibility to be extended by others;
ease of adding new data or features; and access to the methods used and their documentation.

This paper builds upon the thinking that scientific work should be easily accessible, open-source, and
reproducible. Therefore, we propose a fully automated and customizable open-source pipeline for travel20

demand synthesis. The pipeline takes the raw data and, through various steps, produces a synthetic
population. In this way, it allows us to reliably reproduce the required input data for many agent-based
transport simulation frameworks. It reduces the effort of building and maintaining the synthetic travel
demand.
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Furthermore, for the first time, with this approach, it is possible to perform sensitivity analysis, not25

only on a static input population, but on the whole process of setting up a transport model from data
processing to final simulation. The pipeline itself establishes a travel demand synthesis process based on
straightforward data-driven algorithms. This way, it is a comprehensive benchmark for more advanced
and novel algorithms, be it in travel demand synthesis (Bayesian networks, Markov models, and others),
mode choice models, location assignment, or other components.30

2. Background

A long-established approach to forecast transportation demand is to use four-step models. These
aggregated models are a traditional way of evaluating policies for large infrastructure investments, and
focus on large car and transit flows. Activity-based models emerged to overcome the aggregation drawback
of these models. See Recker (1995); Axhausen and Gärling (1992); Kitamura (1988) for early reviews35

of activity-based models and Rasouli and Timmermans (2014) for a more recent overview. They use
various methods to schedule activities for individuals and make mode or destination choices, within a
single framework. These models were the answer to the aggregation drawback of four-step models and
the inability to model tour constraints.

Moreover, activity-based models were able to provide policy implications on many more dimensions40

than four-step models. However, these models usually involve a range of econometric sub-models that
need to be estimated, and later calibrated to fit the data. Unfortunately, many activity-based models only
focus on a small number of regions, are not easily extendable, not open-source, or lack documentation to
achieve reproducibility of studies. Examples of activity-based models are CEMDAP (Bhat et al., 2008),
which is based on the Dallas-Fort Worth region in the USA, or the rule-based model TASHA (Hao,45

2009), which is specifically designed for the Greater Toronto area in Canada. Another notable example of
activity-based models is ActivitySim (ActivitySim, 2020). It is being developed as an open-source platform
for activity-based travel modeling by multiple transportation agencies in the USA. Another framework
that was developed through the same collaboration is PopulationSim. It creates a synthetic population
that contains only the socio-demogrpahic attributes and household structures, but no travel demand,50

based on the marginal data available from the USA census, which creates the basis for ActivitySim.
Agent-based models appeared as the need to model interactions between individuals became impor-

tant. Today, this need becomes evident as many different transportation services co-exist, and they are
used both in a competing and in a complementary fashion. Often, these forms of transport are highly
dynamic as vehicles are managed on a minute-by-minute or second-by-second basis and therefore require55

modeling on a shorter time-scale than activity-based models usually provide. Some examples of agent-
based transport models are POLARIS (Auld et al., 2016), SimMobility (Adnan et al., 2016), SUMO
(Lopez et al., 2018), or MATSim (Horni et al., 2016).

Some attempts to pair activity-based models with agent-based models exist. The advantage of activity-
based models in this configuration is that the former are well-established and based on sophisticated60

econometric models, often fed with years of available data sets. The latter can provide fine-grained
spatial dynamics and emergent congestion patterns, originating from the detailed simulation of agent
interactions. Combinations of activity- and agent-based models have, for instance, been performed for
MATSim: Ziemke et al. (2015) apply CEMDAP to generate daily activity patterns for a model of the
Berlin area, and Hao (2009) and Diogu (2019) pair MATSim with TASHA’s Toronto model. POLARIS65

makes use of the activity-based model ADAPTS (Auld and Mohammadian, 2009).
Agent-based models are dependent on a synthetic travel demand as input data. The aim is then to

simulate how agents behave on the transportation network and how they compete for the infrastructure.
Viegas and Martínez (2010), for instance, create a synthetic travel demand using a mobility survey.
They use statistical approaches and create an agent population for the region of Lisbon, Portugal, which70

they later use in different agent-based studies (Martinez et al., 2015; Martinez and Viegas, 2017). In
the ecosystem of MATSim, various synthetic populations exist, such as the models for Singapore (Erath
et al., 2012) or Switzerland (Bösch et al., 2016; Hörl et al., 2019). While the approaches outlined below
in this paper draw from the latter reference, here we propose a reproducible, open-source, and open data
approach, contrary to the models of Singapore and Switzerland, which have restricted shareability due75

to the proprietary nature of the underlying data sets. However, open data models exist for MATSim,
such as the Open Berlin model (Ziemke et al., 2019b), Ruhr region in Germany (Ziemke et al., 2019a),
or the older model of Santiago de Chile (Kickhofer et al., 2016), which can be named as the oldest open
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data model in the MATSim ecosystem1. Based on publicly available data, Kamel et al. (2018) propose
a first MATSim model including an open-source synthesis tool of the Île-de-France region in France,80

which subsequently was transferred to case studies on the city of Rouen (Vosooghi et al., 2019a,b). Thus,
open-data-based models exist, yet they are only documented as part of a more applied, larger-scope case
study, whereas the details of the synthesis process are only described briefly in most cases. This arguably
limits the reproducibility of not only those models, but also of the studies conducted with them.

Reproducibility has recently become an important topic in research in many fields. Articles emphasize85

the lack of information or data for other researchers to be able to replicate studies published in scientific
journals (Goodman et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2019; Stark, 2018; Boulton, 2016; Baker, 2016). While the
necessary steps to ensure replicability of scientific findings can vary across the scientific disciplines, the
researchers generally agree that in order to ensure reproducibility of research outcomes, the authors of a
scientific study need to:90

• provide access to the raw data used in the study or to provide enough details about their data
collection methods

• provide access to the code/tools with which the data was processed before it was used in the study

• provide access to the software used in the study

• ensure that the set-up of the study is either explained in enough detail or it is provided as open-95

source (in case the study requires implementation of a computer program), in order to ensure
accessibility

National science foundations are also emphasizing the need for reproducibility in research. The U.S.
National Science Foundation states (Cacioppo et al., 2015): "reproducibility refers to the ability of a
researcher to duplicate the results of a prior study using the same materials as were used by the original100

investigator. That is, a second researcher might use the same raw data to build the same analysis files
and implement the same statistical analysis in an attempt to yield the same result [...] Reproducibility
is a minimum necessary condition for a finding to be believable and informative". The Swiss National
Science Foundation (SNSF) requires, to ensure transparency and reproducibility of research findings, that
all data used in the publications funded by SNSF is made publicly available, as long as it meets ethical105

standards.
Based on this, we want to ensure reproducibility of the travel demand generated in this study by (1)

publishing the software developed as open-source, (2) using only publicly available data, (3) documenting
the processing methods in detail, and (4) ensuring that the complete process is accessible. While first
three points are easily achievable, accessibility is not. In order to ensure accessibility for the wide range of110

users, to regenerate or replicate the demand presented in this paper, we provide easy to follow instructions
through the published documentation of the approach. To replicate the study presented here requires
no previous programming skills or access to any commercial software. Even though the pipeline does
not work as a GUI executable the effort needed to prepare it to run is minimal. Therefore, almost any
researcher with access to internet can perform the presented study and obtain the same results. While115

accessibility has been defined in a wider sense (e.g. Lovelace, 2020) including all potential users from the
public, we believe that our framework is a valuable development toward that goal.

Furthermore, the paper at hand adds to the discussion in a number of ways. We provide:

• an integrated, open-source software pipeline to generate the synthetic travel demand from raw data,
which can be extended and adapted by interested researchers or practitioners;120

• synthetic travel demand, readily prepared for agent-based transport simulation, for the case of the
Île-de-France region around Paris;

• thorough documentation of the synthesis process with basic data-driven approaches without the
need for much calibration;

• the basis to ensure reproducibility of scientific agent-based studies in the Île-de-France region.125

By that, we intend to foster open and reproducible research with agent-based models.

1Further models can be found at https://www.matsim.org/open-scenario-data
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In addition, we invite researchers to test their specific methods for population synthesis, location
assignment, and other aspects inside of an integrated pipeline. All code is available online (Appendix
B), and the process is based on publicly available data. Methodologically, we intend to give ideas and first
approaches for validating and verifying the quality of agent-based transport simulations, by examining130

error properties of the whole synthesis process.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 3 describes the synthesis process. In

particular, the data sets used will be covered in detail, as well as the methods used. Section 4 analyzes
the generated population for Île-de-France in terms of fit to reference data. Afterward, Section 5 provides
a more detailed analysis of the influence of sampling rate and confidence in the results. We finish with a135

discussion of the presented analyses in Section 6 and provide a final summary in Section 7. At this point,
we would already like to point the reader to the glossary in Appendix A, which covers the abbreviations
of data sets, concepts, and methods introduced throughout the paper.

3. Travel demand synthesis

Our synthesis pipeline aims to start with raw data sets, to transform them, to apply further models,140

and arrive at a final synthetic travel demand on a person level that can be readily used in a downstream
agent-based transport simulation. We intentionally apply rather simple, data-driven algorithms to es-
tablish a baseline into which more sophisticated models can be integrated later on, with the ability to
compare them against an established benchmark.

The proposed pipeline for Île-de-France consists of several steps that each draw from a specific data145

set and apply a particular algorithm to make use of the data in the synthetic travel demand. Figure 1
shows the general setup of this pipeline. In a sequence of steps, a data set is created that contains a
representation of all households in the region, with individual persons attached to them. Those persons
have a sequence of trips and activities, which they perform during an average workday in Île-de-France.
While the household and person data sets contain rich sociodemographic information and their respective150

home locations, the activity data set contains the purposes, times, durations, and locations of those
activities. The trips data set additionally adds the duration of trips and the chosen mode of transport.

For this synthesis process, data sets are required, which are also summarized in Figure 1. Except
for the regional household travel survey, all data sets are publicly available and can be obtained by any
researcher from the respective websites. As we also provide the pipeline code, as open-source software, it155

is, therefore, possible for anybody to recover the synthetic travel demand from raw data. While the quality
can be improved, using the more fine-grained regional household travel survey, which is only available on
request from the respective authorities, the national data set poses a viable open replacement.

Technically, the code is provided in two parts. The first part is synpp2, a generic Python package for
chaining algorithms and code pieces (stages) in a larger pipeline setup. While it can be used in a general160

way, it aims at providing a solid basis for travel demand synthesis and transport simulation applications.
The second part is the specific implementation of the Île-de-France use case, including the code for all

data transformation, processing, and writing steps. The code is provided open source3. The Île-de-France
pipeline is designed in a way that any researcher can download the necessary data sets and regenerate
the synthetic travel demand for Île-de-France as it is described in this paper. Appendix B gives a first165

overview and directions on how to set up and run the pipeline.
In the following, Section 3.1 gives an overview of the data sources used, while Section 3.2 describes

the methods which are applied to them.

3.1. Data sources and cleaning
In the following sections, data sets shall be presented, which make it possible to create a full synthetic170

travel demand for the Île-de-France region in France. The proposed process of synthesizing a travel
demand, as outlined further below, is solely based on these data sets.

3.1.1. Spatial zoning system
In France, different spatial zoning systems are in use for statistical purposes. In this research, only

a couple of them is used, mainly the ones that have the highest availability among the published data175

sets. The reference data set is a shapefile containing the contours of all IRIS zones in France. Those

2https://github.com/eqasim-org/synpp
3https://github.com/eqasim-org/ile-de-france
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Sociodemographics	&	Homes

RP:	Population	census

Activity	chains	/	Mobility	patterns

Primary	(work	/	education)	destinations

Secondary	(shopping	/	leisure	/	...	)	destinations

Sampling

Statistical	matching

Origin/destination	sampling

Assignment	algorithm

Households

Persons Trips

Activities

Household	income Spatial	imputation

ENTD:	National	household	travel	survey

EGT:	Regional	household	travel	survey

Filosofi:	National	tax	registry

RP:	Census	with	commute	data

SIRENE:	Enterprise	census

BPE:	Facility	data

IRIS:	Spatial	zoning	data

BD-TOPO:	Address	database

Figure 1: General setup of the synthesis pipeline with the used data sets. All data sets are open and publicly available
(green), except the regional household travel survey (yellow).

IRIS zones were introduced in 1999 and updated in 2008 to perform country-wide statistical analyses
based on the national census. Each IRIS zone has an identifier that is divided into three parts: The
first two digits denote the département, which is an upper-level administrational unit, the following three
digits identify a commune (municipality) within this département, and the last four digits describe the180

statistical IRIS zone in that municipality. It is important to note that not all communes may be divided
into IRIS, mainly if they have less than 10,000 inhabitants.

For the present study, only zones within the Île-de-France region in France are considered. Those are
all which lie in the departments of Paris (75), Seine-et-Marne (77), Yvelines (78), Essonne (91), Hauts-
de-Seine (92), Seine-Saint-Denis (93), Val-de-Marne (94), and Val-d’Oise (95). Figure 2a shows the area185

of the départements of Île-de-France and the communes into which they are divided. The city area of
Paris is not divided into communes, but into 20 arrondissements. Their spatial extents are similar to
those of the municipalities. Therefore, both communes and arrondissements are treated equally in the
scope of our method. The segmentation of the Paris department into arrondissements is shown in Figure
2b. In this case, also the further division into statistical IRIS zones is shown.190

For the Île-de-France region, we work with eight departments, 1,296 municipalities, and 5,259 IRIS
covering an area of around 12, 000 km2.

3.1.2. National census
National census data for France (Recensement de la population, RP) is published by INSEE (National

Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies) on an annual basis three years after that data has been195

obtained. The latest available data set has been published in June 2018 and contains statistical informa-
tion of a representative sample of the French population for the year 2015. For each household and each
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Seine-et-Marne

Essonne

Yvelines

Val	d'Oise

Hauts-de-Seine

Seine-Saint-Denis Paris

Val-de-
Marne

(a) The départements of the study area and the communes into
which they are divided.

(b) The communes (arrondissements) of the study area and the
IRIS into which they are divided. Note that also the surrounding
municipalities are covered by similarly sized IRIS.

Figure 2: Spatial zoning of the study area

Structural attributes Person attributes Household attributes Spatial attributes
Household ID Age Household size IRIS ID*
Person ID Sex Number of cars Municipality ID*
Household weight Employed (yes/no) Department ID

Ongoing education (yes/no)
Socio-professional category

Table 1: Attributes per person resulting from cleaning and analysis of the French census dataset. *Spatial attributes are
only given if available.

person, numerous sociodemographic attributes are given, such as age, gender, household income, number
of cars, and others. A statistical weight is assigned to each household, which makes the data compatible
with previous publications of the data set and other surveys performed in France.200

For most households, the identifier of their home IRIS is given, which allows for the protection of
person-specific data, but makes it also possible to use the data for synthesis purposes, as in this study. If
an IRIS has less than 200 inhabitants, only the identifier of the municipality is given (0.07% of weighted
households). Also, some municipalities are not covered by IRIS at all, because the municipality itself has
a low number of inhabitants. In those cases, only the identifier of the department is known (10.06% of205

weighted households).
Nevertheless, the national census allows us to synthesize a population with spatially detailed sociode-

mographic attributes. It is also fortunate that the census is given on the household-level, with specific
persons being directly attached to those households. This structure makes it possible also to synthesize
realistic household-level distributions of sociodemographic attributes.210

The census data set for 2015 features a large sample of individually weighted person observations for
France and its overseas territories. For the Île-de-France region, it lists around 4.3 million residents in
1.9 million households, which makes around 35% of the real population.

For its use in our approach, the individual dataset is further cleaned. The resulting attributes can
be seen in Table 1. Households containing persons who have their principal place of employment or215

education outside of Île-de-France are filtered out to restrict the study area to the region itself. These
are 1.97% of the households containing 2.53% of all persons.

One attribute that requires further explanation is the socio-professional category. It is a well-defined
(INSEE, 2003) concept which classifies persons into eight categories: (1) agricultural workers, (2) artisans,
merchants, self-employed, (3) leading positions and intellectual workers, (4) intermediate professions, (5)220

employees, (6) workers, (7) retired, (8) others without employment.
In addition to the detailed data sets, INSEE also prepares aggregate datasets. These tables contain,

for instance, an aggregated age distribution for each IRIS in France, including those whose inhabitants
cannot be geolocalised in the individual data set. We use this dataset to enrich the zoning data with
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information on the total number of inhabitants in each zone. Furthermore, we use the data as a reference225

when comparing the characteristics of our synthetic population.

3.1.3. Origin-Destination commute flows
Along with the census data, information about the commuting behavior of the French population

is published by INSEE on an annual basis. For most of the individuals in the census data set, the
origin-destination (OD) pair for the daily commute is recorded.230

The information is provided in two data sets: One for work commute and one for commuting to
educational activities such as school or university. In each case, the origin commune is given, along with
the destination commune. Furthermore, the commutes are annotated with a statistical weight and the
used mode of transport. It is not possible to reconstruct the actual individuals of the census data from
these commutes.235

As can be seen from Figure 2, commuting flows between municipalities can be understood as quite
detailed from the perspective of the whole Île-de-France region. In Paris, however, this refers to the
arrondissements, which renders the data set quite sparse. The potential of the data set is, therefore, not
to produce highly realistic commuting patterns on a lower level like within the center of Paris. Instead,
we use it to model the overall movement of people in and out of the city.240

For the municipalities within Île-de-France, the data set contains around 8.3 million observations for
work commutes and around 43,000 observations for education commutes.

Two OD matrices are derived from the data set, one for commutes to work and one for commutes to
education. The process is straightforward: For each origin municipality, the weighted number of trips
to each other municipality (destination) is tracked and divided by the total number of originating trips.245

This way, a probability of commuting to a particular destination municipality is established for each
origin municipality. In only four cases (one for work and three for education), no trips are recorded at
all for a specific origin. In these few cases, only trips inside of the same zone are allowed.

3.1.4. Income distribution
The Filosofi (Fichier Localisé Social et Fiscal) data set collects income data of tax registered people250

in France. It is published as open data three years after the acquisition of the data. The most recent
data set has been published in 2018 and therefore contains income information of the population in
2015. Specifically, the data set provides the centiles of the distribution of declared income and disposable
income. While the former mainly considers gross salaries, the latter takes into account deductions due to
taxes, social security, state insurances, as well as social benefits. The distributions are given on the level255

of regions and municipalities, but one year after (i.e., four years after acquiring the data), a more fine-
grained data set is published that provides distributions on the level of IRIS. The latter data set, however,
does not provide further sociodemographic information, while the municipality-based version also offers
income distributions by household size and a few other household-level sociodemographic attributes.

In the synthesis process, we use the regional Filosofi data set for validation. For synthesis, we only260

make use of the general income distributions by municipality. Further sociodemographic information
could be included in the future.

The income provided in Filosofi is an annual income per consumption unit. It is a metric that
makes incomes comparable between households. Since different household configurations entail different
consumption patterns, the total income is not directly divided by the number of household members,265

but each of them is assigned a specific weight. INSEE, therefore, defines a consumption unit (unité de
consommation) such that the first person over 14 years is counted as one full unit. Then, every additional
person over 14 years is weighted by 0.5, while every person under 14 is weighted as 0.3. These definitions
are important to arrive at meaningful comparisons of income distributions of different data sets. Income
classes, for instance, in the household travel surveys (see below), usually refer to the monthly disposable270

income per consumption unit.
The distributions are given in eight centiles from the 10% to the 90% centile. Unfortunately, not

all municipalities (715 of 1,296) in Île-de-France provide all centiles, mainly due to data protection for
those areas with small population density. For these cases, only the median income in the municipality
is known. Furthermore, 19 municipalities are not contained at all in the tax data set.275

To clean the data, we first impute an income distribution to all municipalities for which only the
median is known. We do so by comparing the median income values of the incomplete municipalities
with the median income values of all known distributions. We then select the known municipality with the
closest median and attach the full distribution to the incomplete municipality. In the future, more detailed
imputation procedures could be applied, e.g., an additional matching by the Gini coefficient. Second, we280
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fix municipalities that are missing altogether by finding the nearest (centroid) neighbor municipality of
each of them. We then attach the income distribution of the neighbor municipality to the missing one.

<	15k	EUR
<	20k	EUR

<	25k	EUR
<	30k	EUR

<	35k	EUR
<	40k	EUR

40k+	EUR

Median	Income

(a) Spatial income distribution across Île-de-France given as the
median monthly household income per consumption unit.

Incomplete Missing

Income	Cleaning

(b) Visualization of missing information on municipal income dis-
tributions in Île-de-France. Incomplete municipalities only pro-
vide information on the median income, while missing municipal-
ities provide no information at all.

Figure 3: Analysis of household income distributions in Île-de-France

Figure 3a shows the spatial distribution of median income per municipality. The median household
income varies between around 13,000 EUR and 43,000 EUR across all municipalities. The overall median
in Île-de-France (derived from the regional data set) is around 23,000 EUR. From Figure 3a one can see285

how household incomes are relatively higher in the west of Paris while incomes in the eastern suburbs are
substantially lower. Figure 3b shows all municipalities for which some cleaning procedure was necessary.
One can see that completely missing data is very rare, while municipalities with incomplete income
distributions are located relatively far away from the city center of Paris. Especially, Paris itself and the
three surrounding départements are covered well with detailed income distributions. The overall income290

distribution of Île-de-France is shown further below in Figure 6.

3.1.5. Household travel surveys
The Enquête globale de transport (EGT, Île-de-France Mobilités et al., 2010) is a household travel

survey (HTS) conducted in the Île-de-France region, mainly during the year 2010. The survey has the
classical structure of a household travel survey: Each member of a household is asked about their activities295

and travels during one particular reference day. Such surveys make it possible to estimate models of daily
travel patterns, including the type of activities, the mode of transport for their connecting trips, and
more.

The data set is divided into several parts that are relevant for the study at hand: For each household
and each person, detailed sociodemographic information is available such as age and gender. Income300

classes by household are available. In a second table, one particular day is described for each of the
persons by a chain of trips. Each trip holds information about the preceding and following activity, the
mode of transport, distance, and duration. It must be noted that only activity chains for persons over
five years old are recorded, while sociodemographic information is available for all. In terms of spatial
information, the version of EGT that is available to the authors is relatively coarse since the trip start,305

and end locations are only given on the level of municipalities. In the best case, EGT could, therefore,
be used to estimate OD flows between those zones, but for those, the census data set provides larger
evidence. For the study at hand, the data set is a rich source of information because it defines the daily
patterns of individual travelers. Since sociodemographic attributes are given, a connection to the census
data can be established. Given a set of artificial agents with attributes such as age and gender, it is,310

therefore, possible to find activity chains with similar sociodemographics and attach them to those agents.
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Furthermore, EGT gives a rich set of reference distributions, such as departure and arrival times during
one day by mode of transport, mode shares in general or by the time of day, distances covered, and more.
It, therefore, provides information that can help to validate the behavior of the synthetic population.

The EGT contains the trip chains of around 35,000 respondents in 15,000 households in the Île-de-315

France region. These numbers translate to a sample of around 0.3% of people living in the region. Within
Île-de-France, around 122,000 trips are reported of all the members in each household.

Unfortunately, EGT is only available on request from the regional authorities and therefore not
publicly available. As a publicly available alternative, the national household travel survey Enquête
nationale transports et déplacements (ENTD) is available. It has been conducted between April 2007320

and April 2008 and is, therefore, a bit older than EGT. Both data sets follow the same general structure,
although available attributes and encodings vary slightly.

The big drawback of ENTD is that only 20,200 households in France were interviewed, which leaves
5,823 households with 14,216 persons for the Île-de-France region. Contrary to EGT, only one person
per household is surveyed about their daily mobility pattern. We arrive at 4,613 respondents, which325

resembles only 0.04% of the population of Île-de-France. Therefore, the data set is much sparser than
the regional travel survey. Persons under five years old are recorded in the households, but no specific
activity chains are available.

While most sociodemographic attributes of both ENTD and EGT fit well to the reference values of
the census data, it must be pointed out that some differences exist. One interesting example is a shift in330

the age distribution, as is shown in Figure 4a. At point “A”, a substantial number of 20-year-old people
are missing in the regional EGT, while a large number of 60-year-old people are missing in the national
ENTD. Explanations may be a different definition of “place of residence” in the data sets or differences in
the weighting procedure or the chosen strata. Smaller differences (like for the age group of 33-40 years)
may be explained by the way we filter for Île-de-France residents (see below).335

ENTD and EGT both provide income classes for all households in the data set. While they are defined
in different strata, they are also different in meaning. While ENTD provides household income classes
per consumption unit, EGT provides classes of total household income. Since it is possible to calculate
the consumption units in both data sets, it is possible to convert resulting income values into each other.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between EGT, ENTD, and tax data by taking into account the midpoint340

of the respective income strata as the income value for each household. One can see the plain strata in
ENTD as steps, while EGT is more smooth because the displayed income values are a result of dividing
the midpoint value by the consumption units of each household. From Figure 6 we can see that there is
(ignoring stratification) a strong resemblance between all three data sets.

On the trip level, ENTD yields an average number of 3.4 trips per day per active person (i.e., not345

staying at home) in Île-de-France. On the contrary, the regional EGT gives an average of 3.8 trips per
day. For the department of Paris, the difference is even larger, with values of 3.4 in ENTD and 4.15 in
EGT. Hence, there is a substantial difference that is difficult to explain only by a difference in time or
sampling rate. Both numbers have been published previously for their respective data sets (INSEE, 2010;
STIF et al., 2013). Figure 4b shows the distance distributions of both data sets. From the comparison,350

one can see that shorter distances are much less frequent in ENTD. This phenomenon is in line with
the observation that for the same amount of (weighted) respondents, ENTD features only around three
quarters, the number of trips that are reported in EGT. We, therefore, conclude that short trips are
considerably underreported in ENTD, which makes EGT a more reliable source of trip-level information.

For the future, it might be interesting to understand further how the respective data sets have been355

weighted and from where those deviations may originate. However, for the work at hand, it is sufficient to
have a set of activity chains, which are annotated with sociodemographic information. In that case, EGT
will yield more realistic activity chains, because more of the short trips are reported. In the following,
the ENTD data set is, therefore, used as an open and publicly accessible an alternative for the case
where access to the EGT data is not possible or necessary. This may especially be the case if researchers360

only want to get started with the modeling system and only use publicly available data. Considering
the distribution in Figure 4b, it may also be sufficient to use ENTD when rather large-scale use cases
are in place, where trips under a range of around one to two kilometers are not expected to be affected
substantially.

Inside of the synthesis pipeline, both data sets are cleaned such that they result in two structurally365

identical data frames. Table 2 summarizes the extracted attributes. Those attributes written in italic
have the same set of possible values as the census data described above and can, therefore, be used
for matching trips and activity chains to artificial persons. One exception is the income class, which is
defined by different income strata in EGT and ENTD. However, this does not impose any restrictions
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Figure 4: Comparison of ENTD and EGT

Structural attributes Person attributes Household attributes
Chain ID Age Département ID

Sex Household size
Employed (yes/no) Number of cars
Ongoing education (yes/no) Consumption units
Socioprofessional category Income class*
Driving license (yes/no) Number of bicycles
Public transport subscription (yes/no)

Table 2: Attributes per person resulting from cleaning and analysis of the French HTS datasets. Attributes in italic have
the same structure as the census attributes in Table 1. *Income classes are defined as different income strata in EGT and
ENTD.

on the matching process, as will be shown further below. Additionally, the structure of both HTS allows370

calculating the consumption units per household as defined previously.
On the trip level, both HTS are cleaned to provide the following attributes: departure time, arrival

time, the purpose of the following activity, the purpose of the preceding activity, mode of transport,
origin department, destination department, and distance. Note that EGT only provides Euclidean dis-
tances, while ENTD only provides routed distances. Figure 5 summarizes the available information plus375

additional information such as trip and activity durations, which can be easily derived from the data.
We consider car driver, car passenger, public transport, bicycle, and walk as modes of transport. While
both HTS allow for a more detailed analysis, those are the ones that we consider essential for a first
version of the model that can be refined later on. For activities, we use the specific types of home, work,
education (which will be referred to as primary activities in the following), and leisure, shopping, and380

other (secondary activities). The same concept applies as for the modes of transport: A much more
fine-grained distinction would be possible later on, but is not considered in the basic model. For instance,
introducing a distinct food category for trips to a restaurant or lunch break could be a straightforward
extension.

Finally, both HTS are cleaned to reference the same group of people only staying in Île-de-France:385

Persons with trips that go beyond the border of Île-de-France are deleted from the data set, as well as
those which do not have their residence in the area (only applicable to ENTD).

At this point, it should be noted that currently (April 2020), new versions of both EGT and ENTD
are under preparation, with the new ENTD performed between April 2018 and April 2019 expected to
be published by 2021.390
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Figure 5: Example of an activity chain with available attributes from French HTS data. Derived attributes are shown in
light gray.

3.1.6. Address database
The National geographic institute of France (IGN) provides a regularly updated and publicly accessible

database of all registered addresses in France called BD-TOPO. It contains the written address including
street name and house number, as well as a distinct coordinate for each observation. For Île-de-France,
the data set contains 2,131,728 individual addresses, of which 1,891,175 can be used in our process because395

they have valid street names, house numbers and municipality identifiers. The data set allows us to define
locations of daily activities in a detailed way.

3.1.7. Enterprise census
In France an open an publicly accessible enterprise census exists (SIRENE, Système national d’identification

et du répertoire des entreprises et de leurs établissements). The SIRENE data sets lists all enterprises400

registered in France to date and in the past, updated every month. It further divides enterprises into
individual facilities with unique identifiers. For each enterprise and facility it provides the number of
employees and the type of sector according to the official enterprise classification system of France (NAF,
Nomenclature d’activités française). While the data set provides the address of each facility in written
form, as well as the identifier of their municipality, their location is not known by coordinate in an easily405

digitally processable way.
Therefore, we match the 411,608 available facilities in Île-de-France with the address database. 379,175

of addresses can be matched exactly to the coordinate by using street name, house number and munic-
ipality identifier. 7,521 can be matched without taking the municipality into account (to fix cases in
which the address database and the enterprise database may be out of synch due to municipality mergers410

or separations). Finally, an additional 5,467 are matched by municipality identifier and a Levenshtein
distance (Levenshtein, 1966) compared to a candidate from the address database of at most five mod-
ifications. In total, that gives 392,163 (95.28%) enterprises that can be geolocalized on three different
levels of confidence.

The enterprise census data is used to define work places for the synthetic population in detail.415

3.1.8. Service and facility data
A service and facility census (BPE, Base permante des équipements) is published on an annual basis

by INSEE. It consolidates several independent data sets with the goal of establishing a central registry
that lists services and facilities with their location and type in France. While many are annotated with
exact coordinates, some are only known by IRIS or municipality.420

During the clean-up process, all observations are deleted, which do not provide either a valid IRIS or
municipality identifier within Île-de-France. All remaining observations that do not provide exact coordi-
nates are placed at a random address (see above) inside of their respective IRIS if it is specified, otherwise
inside of their associated municipality. After applying this process, we arrive at 469,181 facilities.

The cleaned BPE allows us to assign the location of agent activities such as shopping realistically425

during demand synthesis. Analogously to the activity types mentioned above, we divide the facility
type into four categories: education (11,267 obs.), shop (67,458 obs.), leisure (64,416 obs.), and other
(326,040 obs.). Note that later on, all of these facilities will be treated as work locations. In theory, also
the BPE would allow for a much more fine-grained definition of activity types, which offers the potential
to improve the synthesis process in the future. The category other currently mainly consists of facilities430

from the sectors of health, transport, and tourism.

3.2. Synthesis process
The data sets described above allow us to synthesize an artificial population of travelers. The main

component of this process is a statistical matching procedure that combines data from the census data
with the selected household travel survey. For that purpose, the census data is furthermore spatially435
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enriched with the income distribution data. Finally, the synthesized persons need to be assigned locations
for their primary and secondary activities. Those steps are detailed in the following sections. While we
present straight-forward algorithms to establish a baseline for future developments and comparisons, we
give pointers to more advanced methods which could be integrated later on.

3.2.1. Population sampling440

Population synthesis is the process of generating a set of households and persons with sociodemo-
graphic attributes. Commonly, the major task of a population synthesis algorithm is to process a small
sample of the population (for instance, from a household travel survey) to create a model from which the
full population can be generated under certain assumptions. The most common algorithm is Iterative
Proportional Fitting (IPF), where each individual in the population sample is assigned a weight such that445

the weighted population shows predefined marginal distributions for age, gender, and other attributes or
combinations thereof (e.g. Arentze et al., 2007; Rich and Mulalic, 2012). As an extension, Iterative Pro-
portional Updating (e.g. Pendyala et al., 2012) weighs households to match person and household level
attributes. An overview of such fitting methods gives Müller (2017). Methods based on Monte Carlo
simulation have been proposed by Farooq et al. (2013) and adapted by Saadi et al. (2016b) presenting a450

Hidden Markov Model where persons and attributes are sampled one after another and dependent on pre-
vious states. Saadi et al. (2018a) provide a comparison of fitting-based and sampling-based approaches.
Hierarchical models for the sampling of person-level, household-level and household member-level at-
tributes are proposed by Saadi et al. (2018b) and Sun et al. (2018). A related line of research is the
use of Bayesian Networks to graphically represent and leverage the interdependency between person and455

household attributes (Sun and Erath, 2015). Recently, approaches making use of Deep Generative Mod-
eling (DGM) have been proposed (e.g. Borysov et al., 2019; Garrido et al., 2020). While these methods
are mainly necessary to scale up and enrich relatively sparse, small census samples or household travel
surveys, the data available for France is suited for direct sampling, as will be shown below. Yet, including
any of the above-mentioned methods could give modelers the power to manually design future scenarios460

by proposing new marginal distributions of attributes (e.g. in IPF) or by changing relationships between
attributes (e.g. in a Bayesian Network).

Since the census data described in the previous section is only a sample of the whole population of
Île-de-France, we need to scale it up to arrive at a full set of agents. Fortunately, the census (household)
weights wi ∈ R+ provided by INSEE make this procedure easy. In theory, each of the existing households465

i represents wi households in reality, which means that we can copy them wi times. As those weights
are not integers, we apply stochastic rounding (Gupta et al., 2015)4 to arrive at integer multiplicators
mi ∈ N+ for each household:

mi =

{
bwic with probability 1− (wi − bwic)
bwic+ 1 with probability wi − bwic

(1)

This process of obtaining household multiplicators is designed to be deterministic given a random seed
R. After obtaining the multiplicators mi, we arrive at a full population of Île-de-France that contains470

around 12 million persons with sociodemographic attributes.
In many cases, simulations can not be performed with such large populations due to runtime con-

straints. Therefore, this population is optionally scaled-down afterward. For that, we define the sampling
rate s. Downsampling of the population follows a straightforward process. The algorithm goes through
all households step by step and keeps each of them in the final population sample with a probability of475

s. A sampling rate of s = 1
2 would, therefore, mean that a synthetic population of half the size of the

real population is sampled, while a value of s = 1
100 would yield a 1% sample.

Finally, each of the synthetic households and persons is assigned a new unique identifier within the
synthetic population. For later analysis, the originating census identifiers are kept in the data set.

3.2.2. Home location assignment480

As described initially, the census data contains “zeros” with regards to the home location of households.
Therefore, this is also true for the sampled agent population. Nevertheless, we would like to assign a
specific home coordinate to each of the artificial households.

4In the context of population synthesis and Iterative Proportional Fitting, the method has also been labeled as Truncate,
Replicate, Sample by Lovelace and Ballas (2013).
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In the data, we observe three cases: First, there are cases in which neither municipality nor IRIS
of the household is known. These are those municipalities that have not been divided into IRIS by the485

statistical office due to low population density. Second, some households have information about their
municipality, but not about the IRIS. These cases represent municipalities that are rich in population
in general, but the respective IRIS has a population of fewer than 200 inhabitants. Finally, we have
households for which municipality and IRIS are known. These are the cases that do not need further
corrections.490

The data of the two other cases are augmented as follows. Since, in any case, we have information
about the departement of the household, we can first select all municipalities in a household’s departement
which are not covered by IRIS. We then weigh them by population density, which comes from the
aggregated census data provided by INSEE. We then draw one municipality from this distribution. For
the second case, we follow a similar procedure. Here, we know the municipality of the household, so495

we can select all IRIS that have less than 200 inhabitants within this municipality. Again, they can be
weighted as we know the exact population count from the aggregated data set. We then draw one IRIS
from this distribution and repeat the procedure for all households.

Finally, we arrive at a population in which every household is assigned to a well-defined zone. A
random address with coordinate for the address database is sampled for each household in its respective500

area to complete the process. Thus, given the zone information and the address database, the process of
assigning a home location is rather easy. In case these attributes were not given, additional data, such
as land-use data or satellity imagery could be used (Chapuis et al., 2018).

3.2.3. Income assignment
So far, the synthesis pipeline only considers income distributions by municipality. The process of505

attaching incomes to households is, therefore, relatively simple. For each household, the residence mu-
nicipality is already known from the home location assignment step. This information is then used to
find the respective municipal income distribution for each observation. Those distributions are given in
deciles. First, one of those deciles is sampled for each household in a municipality. Afterward, a random
income value is sampled from the range between the lower and upper bound of each household’s decile.510

Note that the attached income values are household incomes per consumption unit, which means that
household size is implicitly taken into account in this procedure. As the consumption units are known
for each household, we can derive the total household income afterward. Figure 6 shows the resulting
income distribution for the population with a good fit to the referential tax data set.
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Figure 6: Comparison of income distributions in the national household travel survey (ENTD), the regional household
travel survey (EGT), tax data (Filosofi), and the synthetic population. The income is given in annual household income
per consumption unit.

3.2.4. Statistical matching515

After income assignment, all data is in place to combine the sampled synthetic population with data
from the selected HTS. The aim of this process is two-fold: First, some interesting attributes may not
be available in the census and the synthetic population at this stage. For instance, it is not known
which of the synthetic persons has a driver’s license. However, this information is known for every
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observation of the HTS. At the same time, both data sets feature attributes that have the same meaning520

and set of discrete values (such as age class, sex, income class). Assuming that those mutual attributes
are sufficiently correlated with the unilateral attributes of interest, it is possible to enrich the synthetic
population with additional information. This enrichment can be done by finding HTS source observations
that are sufficiently similar to the synthetic target persons in terms of mutual attributes. Their unilateral
attributes can then be attached to the target persons (and, in principle, households).525

Second, each person from the HTS comes with a full day activity and trip chain. Assuming again
that the sociodemographic attributes are sufficiently correlated with daily activity patterns, we can pose
the same argument as above to attach whole chains from HTS data to the synthetic population.

In technical terms, we apply a procedure that is inspired by statistical matching algorithms (D’Orazio
et al., 2006). First, we define a list of matching attributes A1:N . For each (target) observation t of the530

synthetic population, it is then possible to note down a vector of attribute values:

at = (at,1, ..., at,N ) (2)

Likewise, every HTS (source) observation can be identified by an index s with the respective attribute
vectors:

as = (as,1, ..., as,N ) (3)

Additionally, a weight ws is known for each source observation.
In the following, we describe the matching algorithm for a given target observation t. The idea is535

to find all source observations that match in all predefined attributes and use their weights to sample
one of them. However, this is an ideal case as the required combination of attributes may not even be
available in the source sample. Furthermore, we seek to avoid overfitting by drawing from a very small
set of source observations. Let Skt with k ∈ {1, ..., N} define the set of source observations that match in
the first k attributes to the target:540

Skt = {s | as,1:k = at,1:k} (4)

We then define the actual selection set level k∗ as the one that allows us to draw from at least M
source observations:

k∗t = max
{
k
∣∣∣ |Skt | ≥M} (5)

Let S∗t = Sk
∗
t

t be the final set of candidates for target observation t with which a probability density
over the source sample can be constructed:

πt(s) =

{
ws/

∑
s′∈S∗t

ws′ if s ∈ S∗t
0 else

(6)

Using the density, one source observation s∗t can be sampled, and the whole process is repeated for545

each target observation t. It should be pointed out that this algorithm can be heavily parallelized and
optimized5 on the implementational side, which allows for fast execution speeds.

For the specific case of Île-de-France, we choose the matching attributes age class (see Figure 4a), sex,
and socioprofessional category. Those attributes get matched for 100% of the persons in a typical run of
the algorithm. Additionally, we control for whether the household has any cars with a usual matching550

rate of 98%, income class (67%), and departement (18%). The minimum number of source observations
is set to M = 20.

Once more, it should be noted that the proposed algorithm merely replicates the current mobility
patterns of the population of Île-de-France. This is a common pattern which is also used in other
research, e.g. by He et al. (2020) where activity chains are attached to persons based on their place of555

residence and occupation. More often, however, synthetic popualtions are passed to activity-based models
(Arentze et al., 2007; Pendyala et al., 2012) where a sequence of statistical models is applied to construct
activity chains step by step. Recently, more data-driven methods have been proposed, based on protein
sequencing methods, namely Sequence Alignment Models (SAM, Shoval and Isaacson, 2007) and Profile
Hidden Markov Models (pHMM, Liu et al., 2015; Saadi et al., 2016a). Using an approach with privacy560

5Optimization is achieved using the powerful numba (http://numba.pydata.org) JIT compiler for Python as well as
predetermining and sampling of all random numbers that are required in the sampling step upfront.
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in mind, Ballis and Dimitriou (2020) propose a method to reconstruct activtiy chains from aggregated
origin-destination matrices for different times of the day (which could be a result from anonymizing
surveys or mobile phone data). Joubert and de Waal (2020) present a Bayesian Network approach and
highlight the large potential of having a behavioural model that can easily be tuned by experts and
planners.565

3.2.5. Primary location assignment
As primary activity types, we consider home, work, and education. For those, the census data provides

additional commute information in the form of commuter matrices. These matrices describe how many
people would commute from a particular home municipality to all municipalities in Île-de-France. While
the data allows separating the work commutes by mode, we do not consider this distinction for now.570

The aim of the primary location assignment is twofold: First, the correct number of people should
commute from one municipality to another in the population; second, the commute distance should fit
the activity chains that have been assigned to each agent in the previous step.

The synthesis step is performed in three stages. In the first stage, we iterate through all municipalities
and determine how many people in the synthesized population have their home located inside of each575

municipality k and need commuting information. Whether this is the case is determined by examining
whether the person has a work or education activity, respectively, in their assigned activity chain. While
the following process is executed for work and education commutes, we present it in general terms as the
algorithm is applied independently for both activity types. The counting process results in a demand
number Ok for each municipality. From the data cleaning part, we have already obtained a commuter580

matrix, which gives a probability πk,k′ . It describes the likelihood that a commute trip from origin
municipality k to destination municipality k′ exists. For each origin municipality k, we can therefore
sample trip counts fk,k′ ∈ N+ to the destination municipalities from a multinomial distribution

(fk,1, ..., fk,·) ∼ Multinomial(Ok;πk,·) (7)

such that in total we arrive at
∑

k′ fk,k′ = Ok. Note that at this point, we have sampled an abstract
mass of commute trips, which are not yet assigned to specific synthetic persons.585

The second step is to find specific commute destinations for each of the sampled trips. For a combina-
tion of municipalities (k, k′) we sample fk,k′ random destination candidates with replacement among all
enterprises available in the destination municipality. The number of employees is used as the sampling
weight. We can then define the sampled set of candidates as C(k,k′) =

{
c(k,k′),1, ..., c(k,k′),fk,k′

}
.

Finally, destinations can be assigned to the synthetic population. To do so, a combined set of desti-590

nation candidates is constructed for each home municipality k: Ck =
⋃

k′ Ck,k′ . Note that the locations
in this set are still spatially distributed in a way that they resemble the commute probabilities between
the municipalities. For municipality k, we can now determine all persons with a home located in that
municipality and refer to them via an index u ∈ {1, ..., Ok}. Likewise, we can refer to the candidates in
Ck in an ordered way through v ∈ {1, ..., Ok}6. With the notation at hand, the assignment of a commute595

destination to a person can now be described by a bijective mapping A : v 7→ u, i.e., for each person one
destination must be chosen and each destination must be chosen exactly once.

The most simple mapping is v = A(u) = u, which corresponds to a random assignment of destinations
for municipality k among all inhabitants. Unfortunately, this can lead to inconsistent situations as the
assigned activity chains for the persons may contain trips to work, which are very short (in terms of travel600

time and distance from the HTS), but may still be assigned a commute destination far away. Therefore,
we initially determine a commute distance for each person u by finding the first trip in their HTS-based
activity chain that takes place between a home and a work (or education, respectively) activity. After
that, we denote the distance as the commute distance du ∈ R+. In some cases, agents may have work
in their activity chain, but not direct trips between home and work. As the HTS does not provide605

information about the actual locations of the activities, we assign commute distances randomly to those
agents, by performing a weighted sampling among the commute distances that are known from the HTS
according to the described approach.

At this point, the expected commute distance du is known for each agent, but also the home location
hu ∈ R2 from the previous synthesis step. Also, the location of each destination candidate lv ∈ R2 is610

known. We then define the destination mapping A according to Algorithm 1.

6Note that Ok = |Ck|
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Algorithm 1 Primary location assignment
Initialize ordering V = (−1, ...,−1) with |V | = Ok

for all persons u ∈ {1, ..., Ok} do
Initialize costs J = (∞, ...,∞)
for all destination v ∈ {1, ..., Ok} \ V do

Jv = abs (‖hu − lv‖ − du)
end for
Vu = arg minv Jv

end for

This algorithm iterates through the persons one by one and calculates the distance between its home
location and all available destinations. An offset is then calculated between the resulting commute
distance and the desired commute distance du. In case a destination was already assigned to a previous
person, the offset value is kept at infinity. The destination with the smallest offset in commute distance615

is then assigned to the agent. This procedure makes sure that agents with short commute distances in
their plan are likely to be assigned a destination that is not too far away from the home location.

Finally, the assigned locations are saved with the synthetic persons for future analysis and further
processing in the next synthesis step. Other approaches could be used for the assignment of primary
activities. There is a long tradition of using gravity models (Jensen-Butler, 1972; Ahrens and Lyons, 2020)620

which quantify origin-destination flows by production and attraction of each zone. Those are quantified
by relation-based attributes such as travel time and zone-based attributes such as land use or employment.
Vitins et al. (2016) use a discrete destination choice model inside an optimization problem to consider
capacity constraints of work places. Fournier et al. (2020) propose an integrated model of population
synthesis and work place assignment using IPF and origin-destination-industry (ODI) matrices.625

3.2.6. Secondary location assignment
In the last synthesis step, locations for secondary activities (in the current case shop, leisure, and

other) are assigned using a specially designed algorithm. For a detailed analysis, we would like to point
the reader to (Hörl and Axhausen, 2020) while here, only the basic idea is covered to give an intuition
about the algorithm.630

The activity chains of the synthetic population consist of information on the assigned trips and
activities as well as the locations of primary activities. Each chain, therefore, represents a skeleton in
which specific (i.e., primary) activities are fixed, and others are not assigned a location yet. However,
from HTS data, it is known which travel time the trips between all activities should ideally have.

The algorithm first searches for all assignment problems in the activity chains, which are characterized635

by a fixed activity, followed by various assignable activities, followed by another fixed activity. In most
cases, there is only one variable activity between two fixed ones, but more complex activity chains exist.
Each assignment problem is treated separately.

As a preparation for the algorithm, all trips in the regional HTS are analyzed and divided into bins of
modes and travel times such that each combined bin contains at least 200 observations. Figure 7b shows640

this analysis for the regional HTS: Given a particular mode and travel time, a distribution of distances
is available.

In the first “relaxation” step of the assignment algorithm, the nominal travel times of each trip along
the assignment problem are considered. Given the transport mode of each trip and the travel time, a
distance is sampled from the prepared distance distributions. Afterward, a particle gravity model is used645

to place the variable activities in Euclidean space such that the distances between all coordinates resemble
the sampled distances. In the second “discretization” step of the process, the closest destinations (from
the service and facility data) are obtained, which are consistent with the activity types of the variable
activities. For instance, a shopping activity will be snapped to the closest shop from its location in
Euclidean space. The algorithm then follows a couple of convergence criteria, for instance, the offset of650

the resulting distances from the initially sampled ones and is called iteratively in case the criteria are not
fulfilled. This process is summarized again in Figure 7a.

In essence, this algorithm assigns discrete locations to all remaining secondary activities while main-
taining realistic distance distributions given the travel times and modes in the activity chains.

The secondary location assignment step is the only point in the pipeline were a limited calibration655

is taking place. In fact, the time/mode-bin-based distributions from HTS are not used directly in the
algorithm, but small distances are oversampled. This is necessary as the algorithm tends to oversample
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tivities are moved to locations that are consistent with a
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(b) Input data to the secondary location assignment al-
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Figure 7: Secondary location assignment

long distances because of structural constraints. To counteract, the distance weights f inside each time-
bin/mode distribution are adjusted as

f ′(di) =

{
f(di) · (1 + α · (i/N)) if α ≥ 0

f(di) · (1 + |α| · [1− (i/N)]) else
(8)

with the ordered distances di ≤ di+1, the number of distances N in the respective time/mode bin, and660

calibration factors α ∈ R. For the population of Île-de-France, the values αcar = 0, αcarPassenger = 1
10 ,

αpt = 1
2 , αbicycle = 0, αwalk = − 1

2 are used.
We use the presented algorithm as it only poses very few restrictions on the available data. While more

elaborate algorithms exist, they often require more complex calculations and almost always make use of
a-priori known travel times between zones or locations in the study area to determine the attractiveness or665

likelihood of certain places. In our modeling set-up these travel times are the outcome of the downstream
transport simulation after demand generation. A pathway for future development could therefore be
to use more advanced models with initial best-guess travel times, run the population synthesis, obtain
updated travel times, and to repeat this process iteratively. There is a range of methods that could be
used, e.g. solving a Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (TSP-TW) to find viable activity670

locations between two fixed ones (Esztergár-Kiss et al., 2018, 2020). Most approaches, however, make
use of the space-time prism concept: In a first step, all locations are determined which allow to reach a
discretionary activity from home, to perform the activity at this location (with a certain duration) and
to continue the journey to the work place such that the person arrives on time and certain constraints on
opening times or daily travel time budgets are fulfilled (Yoon et al., 2012; Justen et al., 2013). Afterwards,675

discrete choice models are applied to choose one candidate from the determined choice set. Recently, Ma
and Klein (2018) have used Bayesian Network to devise certain heuristic choice strategies which are used
instead, based on sociodemographic attributes of the travellers.

4. Validation

In the following an analysis of the generated travel demand based on the open national household680

travel survey (ENTD) is shown. While later on (Section 5) we present a more detailed analysis of
the impact of different sampling rates, we stick to a value of 5% here. This sampling has been shown
in preliminary experiments to provide acceptable run times of the downstream agent-based simulation
while preserving the main statistical properties of the demand. Furthermore, at a sampling rate of 5%
it is possible to show some stochastic variability in the outcomes. To account for this variability, we685
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Figure 8: Comparison of person-level attributes between the synthetic population and reference data for a 5% sampling
rate.

generate 200 synthetic travel demand configurations with random seeds R = k × 20 with k ∈ {1, ..., 20}.
The graphics below show the mean of certain quantities (e.g., the number of persons in a stratum) and
the range between minimum and maximum inside the sample of size 200.

The sociodemographic structure of the population is mainly dependent on the population sampling
and statistical matching steps in the synthesis process. Figure 8 shows a comparison between various pop-690

ulation strata between the synthetic travel demand and reference data. One can see that the attributes
that were generated from census data match well, even if the population is downsampled. Several at-
tributes are not known from census data but attached through the matching process from the household
travel survey. While some attributes fit well with the reference data (for instance, whether the persons
have a public transport subscription), other attributes do not match precisely in the mean. This behavior695

is expected as there is no guarantee in our matching algorithm to arrive at consistent estimates. Hence,
if statistically significant analyses should be performed on such attributes, more elaborate algorithms
would need to be used. The same is true for household-level attributes, as shown in Figure 9.

Besides the overall validation of sociodemographic attributes, it is interesting to know whether the
population spatially represents important features correctly. Figure 10 shows a comparison between700

the 13th arrondissement in the center of Paris with the suburban municipality Alfortville. From the
distributions, one can see that the 13th arrondissement features more single households than Alfortville.
Furthermore, the age distribution shows peaks for people between 15 to 29 years old with few under 15
years old, while Alfortville shows a larger number of very young and a large number of 30 to 44-year-old
people. Hence, it becomes evident from the data that Alfortville is a more family-centric area. This fact705

is represented well in the synthetic population.
Also, Figure 10 shows that a sampling rate of 5% leads to substantial variance among different

realizations of the population on a more local level. Increasing the sampling rate or averaging over
multiple realizations would help to increase the confidence in the presented marginals.
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Figure 9: Comparison of household-level attributes between the synthetic population and reference data for a 5% sampling
rate.
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Figure 10: Comparison of sociodemographic attributes between the 13th arrondissement of Paris and the suburban Al-
fortville municipality.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the ten most frequent activity chains between the synthetic travel demand and reference data for
males and females, respectively, between 18 and 40 years old.
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Figure 12: Comparison of top 12 commuting flows between reference data and synthetic population for the departments of
Île-de-France. The light bars show the actual reference values from the census while the dark bars indicate a value scaled
down by the share of actively commuting persons per day derived from the household travel survey. The top number shows
the identifier of the origin department, while the bottom number indicates the destination.

While the previous analyses have shown that the pipeline produces good results in terms of agent710

attributes, it is also interesting to analyze the synthetic daily plans of the agents. The underlying idea is
that activity chains are correlated with sociodemographic attributes and that by applying the matching
process, chains are distributed in a meaningful way when analyzed for different population strata. Figure
11 shows the frequencies of the ten most frequent activity chains in the HTS and the synthetic population
for people between 18 and 40 years old. The chains for men and women are shown side by side to715

demonstrate the correlation with population strata. First, Figure 11 clearly shows that starting at home,
going to work, and coming back in the evening (HWH) is the most prominent activity chain for both
men and women. However, the number of observations for women is less than the frequency for men.
On the contrary, staying at home (H) is substantially more frequent for women. The chain distribution
for women is more heavy-tailed than for men (in total, less observations fall into the top 10 chains),720

indicating the phenomenon of stronger trip-chaining, which has been researched in literature (Scheiner
and Holz-Rau, 2017).
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(a) Modeling error of all departmental commuting flows in Île-de-
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(b) Comparison of the commuting distance distribution between
the synthetic population and reference data.

Figure 13: Comparison of commuting patterns in Île-de-France between the synthetic popualtion and reference data.

After the matching of attributes and activity chains to the synthetic persons, primary locations are
assigned to them. These primary locations mainly constitute the commuting patterns of the persons.
The validation of those patterns is not straightforward. As the primary reference, we consider the census725

data set, which gives the home municipality and work/education municipality for each weighted person.
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Figure 14: Distance distribution from and to secondary activities by mode. Here, the distributions for car and bicycle are
shown as an example. While variation over multiple random seeds is small for car, it is noticeable for bicycle.

Unfortunately, the synthetic travel demand cannot be easily compared to these values as, on a particular
day, not all persons perform their typical commute. Figure 12 shows this discrepancy: The light bar
shows commute flows from the census data set, while the gray bar shows the population commute flow
between the departments of Île-de-France. Therefore, a correction is applied, leading to the dark bars,730

for which the synthetic values show a good fit. This correction has been performed by using data from
the HTS. From the HTS, we know the departments of the home and work activities of a person. It is
then possible to count for each home department k how many (weighted) persons there are that perform
a work activity and denote the value as Nk,hasActivity. Furthermore, it is known for each person whether
she or he is employed, leading a count of Nk,isEmployed for each department k. Finally, a correction factor735

fk = Nk,hasActivity/Nk,isEmployed (9)

can be obtained, which quantifies the share of employed persons that perform their commute trip
on an average weekday. Interestingly, this value is around 0.8 for all departments. A more thorough
analysis of the origin of this number would be interesting as it may be affected by the shares of holidays
throughout the year, the share of home office during the week, and many other factors. Applied to the
commute flows from the census data, new values arise, which can be seen in Figure 12. The procedure740

for education flows is similar, except that an “is in education“ flag from the HTS is used.
Figure 13a shows the distribution of errors between the corrected reference flows and the flows of the

synthetic travle demand. The synthetic flows overrepresent the reference value by around 2.5% for work
and by around 10% for education on average. However, it remains to debate how stable the process of
obtaining the reference values is in itself. Validation with a third data set such as GSM or GPS mobility745

traces would be a valuable addition in terms of verifying the correction procedure and the synthesized
commuting patterns.

Figure 13b shows the distribution of commute distances rather than flows between the departments.
While the general distribution shape is matched well, errors exist. Further improving the fit of the
commuting distance distribution, also separating it by sociodemographic groups, could be a valuable750

future improvement.
Finally, the synthesis process assigns secondary locations to the activity chains. Figure 14 shows the

resulting distance distributions for the car and walking modes from, to and between secondary activities
up to 20km and 1km, respectively. While the first distribution follows the reference distribution from the
HTS closely, the walking distribution also does so approximately, though large rounding effects in the755

reference data are apparent.

5. Analysis of sampling rates

In the present part we want to look in more detail at how well the population represents the reference
data. As we have seen, it is possible to generate an infinite number of different synthetic travel demand
configurations. We call each of them a realization. In these realizations we can measure certian quantities,760

for instance the number of people at a certain age, or the number of commuters between two zones.
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Let such a quantity be described by the random variable X. Since there is a distribution of demand
configurations, we can examine statistical properties of X such as the expected value E[X]. It is then
possible to compare how the sampling rate s and the resulting travel demand configurations Xs lead to
different expectation values, confidence bounds or variances Var[Xs].765

Given a reference value y ∈ R for the quantity Xs we need to take into account the sampling rate s
to make the values comparable. For that, we can define the upscaled quantity X ′s = Xs/s. The relative
error is then defined as

∆s =

∣∣∣∣X ′s − yy

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣Xs

ys
− 1

∣∣∣∣ (10)

for which equally statistics can be calculated such as the expected offset from zero E[∆s]. Using this
notation we can quantify the probability of the error being smaller than a predefined threshold ψ ∈ R as770

P[∆s ≤ ψ]. By defining a confidence level α ∈ [0, 1] we can then find the smallest sampling rate s∗ at
which we are still sufficiently confident that the error stays bounded under a certain threshold:

s∗ = sup{ s | P[∆s ≤ ψ] ≥ α } (11)

For instance, we may want that the error in a certain stratum is less than one percent (ψ = 0.01)
and we want to be sufficiently sure of that. We, therefore, require that in 90% of the popualations we
generate (α = 0.9) this requirement should be met. Starting at a low sampling rate, for instance at 0.1%775

we can then successively increase the sampling rate until we find the one where the requirement is met.
This procedure assumes that higher sampling rates generally lead to better fit with reference data.

While this makes intuitive sense and has been repeatedly shown for the analysis of population synthesis
algorithms, it must be said that this is a hypothesis which could, perhaps, be analysed in more detail for
specific synthesis algorithms.780

In the analyses in the previous section we generate 20 travel demand configurations and show the
sample mean and range for the relevant quantities in comparison to reference data. Here, we want to
quantify the influence of the sampling rate on the quality of the output. The sampling rate strongly
determines the runtime of the synthesis process, but even more so the runtime of the downstream agent-
based transport simulation. Analyzing at which level of downscaling one can maintain a certain level of785

confidence in the simulation results while minimizing runtime with smaller sample sizes is, therefore, an
important task.

In practice, we can not work with the infinitely large distribution of travel demand configurations
that can be generated by the algorithms. Rather, we need to stick with a finite sample of size N . It is
also not possible to work with the inherent statistical properties of the distribution, but estimates are790

needed. Using the sample of size N , we can calculate the Monte Carlo estimate of the expectation as

E[X] ≈ Ê[X] =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xi . (12)

Likewise, the empirical distribution function of the demand realizations in the sample of size N can
be used to estimate quantiles of the underlying distribution of X. To be able to draw conclusions from
these estimates it is important to verify that they become sufficiently stable with N samples. Such an
analysis is shown in Figure 15a for the number of employed persons between 45 and 59 years old. The795

visualization shows the reference value (dashed) and the error of ±1% (dotted). The green areas represent
the range between the 5% and 95% quantiles estimated from a demand sample of size N . The lightest is
estimated from a sample generated with sampling rate 0.1%, the middle one for 1%, and the darkest one
for 5%. All intervals stabilize rather quickly after only a few samples. A sample size of 200 is therefore
sufficient to perform our analysis. One can see that the light confidence interval (for 0.1% sampling rate)800

is the widest with a range of almost ±100, 000 persons. It clearly exceeds the error bounds. The darkest
interval (for 5% sampling rate) stays within this requirement.

Using the finite demand sample, it is furthermore possible to estimate the probability of the error
being smaller than ψ = 1% given a sampling rate s:

P̂[∆s] =
1

N

N∑
i=1

I
[∣∣∣∣xiy − 1

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ψ] (13)

This probability is shown in Figure 15b. Again, the number of employed persons is shown, but805

furthermore distinguished by certain age strata. For the rather large stratum of people between 45-59
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Figure 15: (a) Monte carlo estimates of persons in the stratum “45-59 years old and employed“ with 90% confidence interval
of the mean with sampling rates of 0.1%, 1%, and 5% (shaded area); and (b) Probability of observing a stratum weight of
employed people in a certain age range with an error of less than 1% compared to the reference, estimated on 200 random
population realizations.

Sampling rate s
0.001 0.005 0.01 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.2

Variable Stratum

Age <15 0.18 0.41 0.63 0.83 0.94 0.99 1.00
15-29 0.29 0.46 0.62 0.85 0.94 1.00 1.00
30-44 0.28 0.50 0.66 0.88 0.97 1.00 1.00
45-59 0.22 0.53 0.69 0.84 0.98 1.00 1.00
60-74 0.23 0.45 0.62 0.85 0.96 0.99 1.00
75+ 0.15 0.41 0.59 0.81 0.93 0.99 1.00

Employed Unemployed 0.39 0.67 0.85 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00
Employed 0.41 0.72 0.81 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.00

Sex Female 0.42 0.71 0.89 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00
Male 0.36 0.65 0.85 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00

Socioprof. Cat. Agriculture 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.21
Independent 0.07 0.15 0.24 0.43 0.60 0.82 0.95
Science 0.21 0.46 0.58 0.86 0.94 0.99 1.00
Intermediate 0.17 0.45 0.52 0.82 0.94 0.99 1.00
Employee 0.15 0.43 0.59 0.85 0.94 0.99 1.00
Worker 0.23 0.28 0.40 0.67 0.85 0.95 1.00
Retired 0.25 0.47 0.68 0.89 0.99 1.00 1.00
Other 0.28 0.47 0.71 0.90 0.98 1.00 1.00

Studies No 0.46 0.78 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Yes 0.20 0.47 0.64 0.88 0.97 1.00 1.00

Table 3: Probability of observing a deviation of less than 1% from the reference for various population strata, estimated on
200 random population realizations.

years, a confidence of 90% is reached already at a sampling rate between 2.5% and 5%. For the generated
demand to represent the stratum from 60-74 years already 10% are necessary. The stratum of employed
persons over 75 years, finally, is so small that a smapling rate of 20% can not sufficiently represent this
category. In only 40% of generated demand configurations their stratum weight falls well into an error810

range of ±1% compared to reference data.
The example shows that it is important to think thoroughly about the choice of the sampling rate,

even if using small values may seem tempting to save computation time. While a policy study that affects
mainly people around 50 years old may be representative for a sampling rate of 10%, a study that focuses
on the elderly above 75 is clearly not.815

An exhaustive analysis of the generated travel demand in this article would be out of scope and always
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incomplete, as the decision which dimensions to analyse for representativeness is highly related to the
respective use case. Rather, we want to provide a couple of further examples of this analysis in Table
3. For various population attributes and strata, it shows the probability of the stratum weight to be no
further than 1% from their respective reference value. Combinations for which the requirement is fulfilled820

in more than 90% of the cases are emphasized in bold.
Table 3 shows that in many cases low sampling rates are sufficient, but as soon as smaller quantities

should be estimated with confidence (such as small population strata) larger samples are necessary. As
this procedure can be repeated with a quantity that can be measured from the synthetic populations (or
the downstream agent-based simulation), it is a valuable tool to quantify the representativeness of the825

synthesis and simulation results.
Finally, it should be mentioned that here we look at the necessary sampling rates to find one travel

demand configuration that is likely within predefined error bounds. It is often the case that transport
simulations are run with varying random seeds and then averaged over a couple of different realizations.
The pipeline makes it possible to do so, but with including the whole travel demand synthesis process830

into this sampling process. It is, therefore, also a valid question to ask what happens if multiple travel
demand outcomes are averaged. Generally, the confidence on the outcome (Figure 15a) would be stronger
and a specific sampling rate (Figure 15b) is likely to yield a higher confidence when an average is used. In
future work it would be interesting to address the trade-off between, for instance, running one simulation
with a 100% sampling rate, or 10 simulations with a 5% sampling rate. As simulation times often scale835

worse than linearly with the demand size, it is a highly relevant question.

6. Discussion

After presenting the synthetic travel demand and the synthesis process, a couple of aspects around
the proposed approach should be discussed. First, Section 6.1 provides a critical assessment of various
methodological aspects and remarks on using the population in practice. Section 6.2 outlines the future840

pathway for using the synthetic travle demand in an agent-based transport simulation. In Section 6.3 we
cover future ways of extending and improving the synthesis process by including new methods and data
sets.

6.1. Methodology
From a methodological perspective, the approach can be discussed quantitatively and qualitatively.845

From our analysis it becomes evident that the simple data-driven algorithms used do not provide guar-
antees in generating consistent (in the sense of “converging to an unbiased value”) outputs. Algorithms
need to be specifically designed for that, and while the population sampling procedure seems to have this
property (without proof), it is not the case for the statistical matching procedure, when the frequency
of activity chains or uncontrolled attributes are examined. From a scientific perspective, it is certainly850

interesting to follow the topic of designing those algorithms accordingly and checking other approaches
(such as Bayesian networks) in that regard. From an applied transport planning perspective, the tools at
hand can allow researchers and planners to assess if the generated population is “close enough” for their
specific use case.

It is furthermore interesting to think qualitatively about the output of the pipeline. By documenting855

every step of the synthesis process in detail, we also document the flow of information and how various
dimensions of the synthetic persons and their mobility patterns are linked to each other. It is a question
that usually cannot be answered when population synthesis is only briefly covered as part of a larger case
study: Given the algorithms and data sets used, which questions are valid to answer with the output
data? While for every use case, a careful assessment of the correlation structure is important, we want860

to provide a couple of examples which may not always be obvious, but might become important for the
planner:

• Activity chains in the generated population correlate strongly with the sociodemographics of the
persons. The sociodemographics of the persons are representative of where these people live. How-
ever, it is wrong to assume that there is a direct correlation between types of activity chains and865

certain regions. The correlation is implicit and not controlled.

• On the contrary, income is strongly related to where people live. However, in the current state, it
is not correlated to the sociodemographics of people or households. While again there may be an
implicit correlation because certain people live in certain areas, an analysis of how many people, in
a certain age group, in an area live in households with a certain income are to be performed with870

caution and ideally in comparison to a third-party data set.
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• Another example is the correlation between income and commuting patterns. It certainly may
be possible that income influences the length of commuting trips or the probability of certain
destination areas given a fixed origin. However, the way that commute destinations are synthesized
in the current process does not explicitly model a correlation between destinations and income of875

the traveler. Hence, an analysis of such a phenomenon also needs to be performed with care.

In general, we would propose to accompany any policy study with reference data that shows that the
baseline correlations produced by the synthetic travel demand are realistic. Only then it is possible to
add changes to the system and observe effects reliably.

6.2. Transport simulation880

While the paper at hand presents the method to create a synthetic travel demand for Île-de-France,
the ultimate goal is to perform simulations of the transport system. An example thereof has already been
presented by Hörl et al. (2019), where a fleet of automated taxis is simulated in Paris. The following
paragraphs will briefly outline the missing steps of setting up a full transport simulation. This topic will
be covered in detail in a future publication to allow for extended analysis and discussion of results.885

On the way to a full transport simulation, a step of extending the synthetic travel demand to a
synthetic transport scenario needs to be added to the pipeline, namely synthesizing the supply side of
the transport system. For Île-de-France, the relevant open data sets can easily be publicly accessed.

OpenStreetMap (OSM ) is a collaborative project that provides free and open access to geospatial
data around the world. It is managed by the OSM Foundation, which has seen rapid growth in the890

past decade. By now, the project counts around five million registered users creating a world-wide open
database of roads, public transport infrastructure, and other points of interest (POIs) represented by
more than five billion nodes (OSM, 2020).

To create an open transport scenario, OSM is an invaluable source, because it allows us to use a fine-
grained road network that is available in high quality in most parts of the world, especially in Western895

Europe. Since the whole OSM data set is rather large, it is convenient to make use of smaller regional
cut-outs. Fortunately, Geofabrik (2020) provides such a smaller data set for the Île-de-France region.

While the road (and railway) infrastructure is known from OSM, the service does not provide any
information on the public transit schedule. Such information can be obtained from a GTFS feed, which
is published online by Île-de-France Mobilités (IDFM). The data set is updated weekly and contains900

information about the location of all public transit stops in the region, the available lines, and their
respective schedules.

Currently, the pipeline code includes the capabilities of creating the supply data needed to run simu-
lations in the agent-based transport simulation framework MATSim (Horni et al., 2016). Both OSM and
GTFS data sets can be fed into the open source pt2matsim tool (Poletti, 2016), which transforms them905

into a road and rail network, as well as a public transit schedule, that can be used by MATSim.
Several data sets can be used to validate the quality of the simulation output. Some of those are

openly available in Île-de-France:

• Traffic count data is a standard source of information used to validate transport simulation results.
It allows comparing route choices of individuals on a link level. The regional transport adminis-910

tration offers annual hourly averages, and monthly daily average vehicle counts for the highways
in Île-de-France outside of Paris. The city of Paris provides a frequently updated data set of
disaggregate hourly vehicle counts on all major arterial roads inside of the city.

• RATP provides tap-in data for their bus and metro services in Île-de-France. This data set can be
used to validate transit mode choices (i.e., bus vs. subway) and to validate spatial and temporal915

mode-choice differences. This data set only contains information for those holding one of the
subscription cards and does not capture those travelers without subscription tickets, which limits
the usefulness to some extent.

Making use of these data, we can establish an integrated pipeline from raw data sets to a full runnable
MATSim simulation. While in this paper, we focus on the synthesis of the demand side, we want to em-920

phasize that the code is available in the current version of the pipeline code to create a full runnable
MATSim simulation, which generates a number of further advantages. MATSim simulations are stochas-
tic, i.e., they are only deterministic given a configurable random seed. Hence, it is advised to run
multiple MATSim simulations to assess a specific policy’s impact. While previously such a sensitivity
analysis could only be performed based on a fixed realization of the underlying synthetic travel demand,925

it can now be performed from raw data to the final policy output. Additionally, it will be possible to
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reliably replicate results from downstream MATSim simulations that use a population generated from
our approach.

Given the vast amount of studies available for MATSim, our synthetic travel demand opens the possi-
bility to perform similar research on Île-de-France and Paris. Those include analyses on the performance930

of automated vehicles (Hörl et al., 2019; Bischoff and Maciejewski, 2016; Maciejewski and Bischoff, 2017),
their interplay with public transport (Sieber et al., 2020); large-scale adoption of Mobility-as-a-service
schemes (Becker et al., 2020a), mitigation of noise and pollutant emissions (Kaddoura and Nagel, 2019;
Kaddoura et al., 2020); reliability, interruption management (Leng and Corman, 2020), and optimization
of the transit network (Becker et al., 2020b). The ability of MATSim to simulate public transport in935

detail could be especially interesting for studying the impact of the Grand Paris Express7, one of the
largest infrastructure projects in Europe.

Potential use cases beyond the field of transportation exist. Some examples are evacuation in case
of disasters (Lämmel et al., 2009), disease spreading (Hackl and Dubernet, 2019; Muller et al., 2020), or
facility location optimization (Balać and Ciari, 2014).940

The general pipeline has been adapted for other use cases around the world, such as Switzerland (Hörl
et al., 2019), Sao Paulo (Sallard et al., 2020), San Francisco, and Los Angeles (Balac and Hörl, 2021),
which shows the flexibility of the proposed approach. Furthermore, all presented data sets, except the
regional household travel survey, are available everywhere in France. This means that synthetic travel
demand can be created for any city in France, which has already been exemplified with models for the945

Occitanie region and Toulouse, Nantes, Lyon, and Lille.
While the authors are affiliated and familiar with MATSim as a simulation tool, we intend to pose the

pipeline as a simulator-agnostic tool that can serve as an input to various simulators. First experiments
with importing the synthetic travel demand into SUMO (Lopez et al., 2018) have already been performed
with success.950

6.3. Future improvements
There are several paths forward for the agent-based population for Île-de-France. While the ver-

sion presented here is representing most of the transport demand in the region, there is still room for
improvement. As will be explained below, most of these depend on the availability of the data.

• Long-distance commuters to Île-de-France, who are either commuting with high-speed rail or private955

cars, can be added to enhance the synthetic travel demand. While the share of these travelers is
small compared to the local population, it is still valuable to model them as some policy measures,
or case studies might heavily depend on those travelers. Here ENTD, traffic counts and information
from SNCF can help to improve the model.

• Paris is one of the most popular touristic destinations in the world. On some days, tourists increase960

the population up to 10%, which affects mostly the public transport network, but also taxi, ride-
hailing, and bike-sharing services. The inclusion of tourists in agent-based models was, to the
knowledge of the authors, never attempted on a detailed scale. Therefore, it should be one of the
major future work efforts, as tourism has become an important aspect in many cities.

• While a manifold of analyses are possible with the synthetic travel demand presented here, results965

of downstream simulations will become more robust if commercial agents are included as well.
For France, several surveys have been performed, such as the Urban Delivery Survey (Enquête
marchandises en ville) which exists for Île-de-France and other Metropolitan areas and covers logis-
tics movements between companies. Furthermore, there is the Household Delivery Survey (Enquête
Achats Découplés des Ménages) covering specifically deliveries to households. Unfortunately, they970

are not published as open data. They are mainly used to feed the statistical model FRETURB
(Toilier et al., 2018), which, among other outputs, provides origin-destination matrices for com-
mercial traffic across France. Those could be disaggregated to be used in agent-based transport
models. Other methods for the synthesis of freight and commercial travel demand exist, but are
often adapted to very specific data sets. With the open enterprise census one common requirement975

is fulfilled in the French context. On the contrary, knowledge about commrecial transport trips, or
even shipments, is not easily accessible (as is common in most places around the world). Relatively
generic models for shipment generation, which only rely on enterprise information, exist (Nuzzolo

7https://www.societedugrandparis.fr/
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and Comi, 2014) and have shown good transferability to other use cases (Nuzzolo et al., 2016).
Furthermore, generic models for commercial tour formation have been proposed (e.g. Thoen et al.,980

2020). Those models could be applied to French data sets to include commercial traffic in a future
version of the demand synthesis process.

• The secondary location assignment procedure currently does not take into account the attractiveness
of the locations. This fact can lead to over/under-estimation of the number of individuals performing
activities at particular shopping or leisure locations. The attractiveness of the place could be985

measured by the size of the shop/leisure place or its capacity. Such data could be obtained from
either OSM or other sources, which would ensure that shopping malls or large supermarkets are
attracting mode individuals than smaller shops. A first improvement would be to make use of
employment count of distinct shopping or leisure facilities derived from the enterprise census.

• Data sources used in the creation of the synthetic travel demand come from different years, which990

may have impact on the final results. Census and origin-destination commute flows are from the
year 2015, whereas the HTS is from the year 2010. Being the least up to date data set, the HTS does
not include some of the changes in the mobility of the population that are visible today. These are
mainly an increase in cycling, reduction of car use, or the start of operation of ride-hailing services.
It might be relevant to use data sets that are collected within a few years from each other in order995

to maintain consistency. However, this is not always possible, as, for instance, the ENTD survey
is currently performed every ten years. With the speed of change of transportation options, either
new sources of people’s behavior are needed or an increase in the frequency of general household
travel surveys.

• Parking is arguably one of the strongest policy tools, but one rarely used. The difficulties of finding1000

a parking spot in the city of Paris, and its high cost, are among the reasons that have contributed
to achieving a very low mode-share of car trips in the city of Paris, which is around 10%. Therefore,
modeling parking supply and demand, cost and availability, can be crucial to realistically model
individuals’ mode-choices. Unfortunately, the data on parking is very scarce, and to our knowledge,
there are no publicly available data sources capturing parking. Further exchanges with government1005

agencies and academics in the region, will be important to overcome this limitation and to improve
the model.

• Currently, in the process of matching activity chains to individuals, household structure or interac-
tion is not considered. For the EGT, each household member was interviewed. Therefore, it would
be possible in the matching phase to maintain the interactions that exist within the household. This1010

would ensure that joint trips in households are modeled properly, and that shared resources like
cars or bicycles can be distributed appropriately for use throughout the day, and among household
members. This would ensure, for instance, that if a household owns one car, it can only be driven
by one member of the household at a time. The documentation of the lack of household and social
interactions in models and some proposed solutions can be found in Arentze and Timmermans1015

(2009); Ronald et al. (2012).

The modularity and flexibility of the travel demand synthesis pipeline allow for straightforward ad-
ditions of new modules, models, and data sets. Therefore, all the above can be included in an improved
Île-de-France population, as long as the data is available. In terms of validation, it will be an important
next step to directly compare the outcomes of the pipeline when used with the regional household survey1020

EGT in comparison to the national ENTD which is available to the public.

7. Conclusion

We have presented a generalized travel demand synthesis framework for agent-based transport simu-
lation. The framework is open-source and allows building populations that are entirely reproducible by
others. The framework was used here to generate a synthetic travel demand of the Île-de-France region1025

in France. While at this stage, we use simple algorithms to create the population, it should serve as a
benchmark for further improvements. Nevertheless, the population was validated and can serve as the
starting point for transportation studies and beyond.

While we present the process for the Île-de-France region, the pipeline has already been used to
create synthetic travel demand for Switzerland, Sao Paulo, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, which are1030

all, except Switzerland, based on open data. This shows the flexibility and modularity of the approach.
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Furthermore, the process can be repeated for any city or region in France, which has already been done
for a number of places such as Lille, Lyon, Toulouse, and Nantes.

Going beyond bare synthesis, we also conduct an error analysis on the generated population depending
on the sampling rate. To our knowledge, this is the first effort to quantify the error that scaling down1035

the population can have on the outcome and possible results of the studies.
We also highlighted the necessity of being aware of correlations between certain characteristics of the

population that exist in practice and the generated population. This has previously been widely neglected
in agent-based studies. However, these correlations between different population characteristics can be
crucial to accurately asses the impacts of transportation policies studied with agent-based models.1040

Finally, the framework can be easily extended with new, more complex algorithms, and thus the
population can be improved. Access to other data sources can also further improve the process. By
making the pipeline open-source, it is the hope of the authors that other researchers and practitioners
will be inclined to contribute, both their coding skills and data.
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Appendix A. Glossary

BD-TOPO French address database

BPE Service and facility database for France (Base permanente des équipements)1050

DRIEA Regional representation of the ministry of environment and energy (Direction régionale et
interdépartementale de l’Équipement et de l’Aménagement)

EGT Regional household travel survey fir Île-de-France (Enquête globale de transport)

ENTD National household travel survey for France (Enquête national transports et déplacements)

FiLoSoFi Income tax database for France (Fichier Localisé Social et Fiscal)1055

GTFS General Transit Feed Specification

HTS Household travel survey

IDFM Regional public transport authority in Île-de-France (Île-de-France Mobilités)

IGN National geographic institute of France (Institut national de l’information géographique et forestière)

INSEE National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies, the national statistical office in France1060

(Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques)

IRIS Smallest statistical zoning system in France (Îlots Regroupés pour l’Information Statistique)

OD Origin-destination, for instance for commuting data

OSM OpenStreetMap

RATP Public transport provider in Paris (Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens)1065

RP Popuation census for France (Recensement de la population)

SIRENE Enterprise census of France (Système national d’identification et du répertoire des entreprises
et de leurs établissements)

SNSF Swiss National Science Foundation)

STIF Former public transport authority of Île-de-France (now IDFM) (Syndicat des Transports d’Île-1070

de-France)
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Appendix B. Technical documentation

All code that is referenced in this paper (version 1.1.0) is available online at:

https://github.com/eqasim-org/ile-de-france/tree/v1.1.0

The repository provides instructions that make it possible for anybody with basic knowledge of Python1075

to create a synthetic travel demand as discussed above. Three steps need to be followed:

• Collection of data sets: We do not provide the output data of the pipeline, but anybody can
regenerate it. For that, the individual raw source data sets need to be collected. The repository
gives instructions on where to find the data sets, how to download them, and how to arrange them
as input data for the pipeline. All of them are publicly accessible.1080

• Running travel demand synthesis: As the next step, instructions are provided on how to run
the demand synthesis. For that, Python needs to be installed. We explain how to install all needed
dependencies in a conda8 environment, how to apply minimal necessary adjustments to the pipeline
configuration (setting the path to the input data), and running the code. The output is the travel
demand data, as described below.1085

• Run a MATSim simulation: Optionally, the pipeline provides the tools to create the input data
for a full MATSim (Horni et al., 2016) simulation. We provide instructions on how to generate this
data and run a full simulation of the Île-de-France region. This step requires Java and osmosis9.

The output data of the travel demand synthesis is structured as follows:

• meta.json contains some metadata, e.g., with which random seed or sampling rate the population1090

was created and when.

• persons.csv and households.csv contain all persons and households in the population with their
respective sociodemographic attributes.

• activities.csv and trips.csv contain all activities and trips in the daily mobility patterns of
these people including attributes on the purposes of activities or transport modes for the trips.1095

• activities.gpkg and trips.gpkg represent the same trips and activities as spatial data that can
be processed in geographical information systems. Activities contain point geometries to indicate
where they happen, and the trips file contains line geometries to indicate the origin and destination
of each trip.

For the tables, CSV was chosen as the format because it is universally known and easy to use.1100

GeoPackage (GPKG) was chosen for the spatial data because, contrary to ESRI shapefiles, the data is
provided as a single file, and the format reproduces the same descriptive, full-length column names as in
the CSV files. At the same time, it provides projection information, contrary to other formats such as
GeoJSON. All spatial data is provided in the EPSG:2154 projection that is commonly used for France.

8https://www.anaconda.com/
9https://github.com/openstreetmap/osmosis
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